Welcome!

Monday, June 4, 2018
Community Health Impact for the Humanitarian-Development Nexus
Conference Objectives

1. Gain a greater understanding of why a humanitarian-development approach is important to achieving our vision of global and community health for all;

2. Contribute and gain new ideas and actions on how to advance evidence-based policies, strategies, partnerships, and practices in a complex and fluid area;

3. Create new partnerships for future collaborations to advance humanitarian-development approaches;

4. Increase an awareness of the relevant programmatic and research questions driving this work and identify the remaining gaps in knowledge.
Fog of Humanitarian Response and Development
Moving from a humanitarian-development divide...

Towards a humanitarian-development nexus...
LOOK IN YOUR BAG

Conference booklet
  Including Bingo game
Conference information sheet
  Wi-Fi info, mothers’ room, facility map
Notepad, pen, and highlighter
Stress ball
Dr. Paul Spiegel
Director, Johns Hopkins University Center for Humanitarian Health